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ABSTRACT

The reliability of a taxonomy of humor was tested in
two studies. The first study involved rater identification of nine
categories for humorous incidents excerpted from television comedy
programs (wordplay, exaggeration/understatement, contrast, audience
knowledge, aggression, emotion, taboo, pratfall/slapstick, and
repetition). The second study, undertaken to remedy shortcomings of
the first, involved refinement of the following categories resulting
from the first study (exaggeration/understatement, contrast, audience
knowledge, emotion, taboo, aggression, and repetition). These
categories wore tested for interrater agreement using undergraduate
participants trained to recognize the categories. Definitions of the
categories were developed. Further refinement of the typology should
result in subsuming repetition under exaggeration/understatement. A
test will be developed to provide a profile of an individual's sense
of humor based on their preference for humor of particular
categories. (TJH)
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The es!,chrlogicel study of humor began with Freud's

?PPlicaticr of psychoanalytic theory to the question of the

importance of jolting to the personality. Humor research

Was then largelt, ahndrned Intil the recent upsurge of

interest in +he application of hkimor to health and

p-uchrtherap!,. HoueuE.r, this recent emphasis on applied

hc!rsor research 'Ines not seem to be based upon a founda-

tirn of hasic research. The primary mechanisms of humor

ha,,e yet to he explicated despite Freud's preliminary

attempts at a comprehens i'ie theory of humor. In order to

understand the mechanisms of humor , it is necessary to

begin uith description and classification.

The reliability of a taxonomy of humor was tested in

two studies. In the first study, humorous incidents

excerpted from telel'ision corned; programs were judged to

belong to one of nine different categories of humor:

Wordplay, Exaggeration/ Understatement, Contrast, Audience

Ynsuledge, Aggression, Emotion, Taboo, P:-atfall, Slapstick,

and Repetition. One rater categorized e;ght hours of

excerpted humorous incidents and then repeated the process
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approximately three weeKs later in order to determine if

the categories were defined well enough to allow for

incidents to be correctly classified in the same way two

separate times. Ouerall intrarater agreement percentages

for correct matches was 72%.

A second study wit undertaKen in order to remedy some

of the shortcomings of the first study. First, many

humorous incidents use multiple humor mechanisms. In cases

where mare than one catsgor:- was represented in a single

humorous incident, the rater had to determine which

category schieued a plurality in terms of importance of the

mechanism to +he humor of +he incident.

Second, the faxonome; itself was in need of

modificati-n due to the fact that some of the categories

could hE combined to maKe the taxonomy more parsimonious.

Elements of the hybrid Hordplay category were dispersed to

other categories which were mere descriptive of the

mechanisms inuolued. Pratfall/SlapsticK was subsumed by

Exaggeration understatement since such actions use

exaggerated movements to produce humor .

The remaining seven categories were tested for

interrater agreement 'sing undergraduate participants

+rsined to recognize the categories. One set of videotaped

exrerpts (chEsen spec if fcr their categorical purity

in order t' avoid prchlems with multiple categorizations)
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were used to train participants to recognize the categories

and a separate set of excerpts (also selected for

categorical purity) were categorized. All incidents were

clearly marKed on the "videotapes. Percentages of agreement

on the classification of indioidual excerpts ranged from

32% to el% with an 3i/et-age of 54%. Since there were seven

categories, chance le.,e1 for agreement would be 14% (one in

se..en.N

The se..en categories are defined as follows :

AGGRESSION - Both ()erbal and physical aggressive acts

which in.,o1,e either physical contact with a person in an

intentional].) aggressOie manner or verbal aggression.

Includes racial insults, personal put downs and physical

attarKs.

AUDIENCE KNOWLEDGE - Anything which causes the

audience to feel that the;' Know more than the character.

Includes misunderstandings between characters, audience

eypectations of ar imminent confrontation, audience

resli7ation of to-,c truth being hidden by a statement with a

dnuble meaning !double entendre), a secret signal frcnI one

character to another, audience Knowledge of a character's

+rue motillation uhich i z unKnown to other characters, one

rharacter being fooled b: another, an action that is

sigrificant to the audience but not to at least one of the

chararters, mispronunciations and slips of the tongue.
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CONTRAST - All types of physical and verbal contrasts

(i.e., silly with serious, e-,pected image with actual

image). Includes puns, metaphors, colloquialisms involving

ridiculous comparisons, switches from what what was

nbuiously being implied to what actually happened),

re.,ersals 'of roles or attitudes or any other Kind of

turnabout), illogical statements, surprises (plot twists),

non sequiturs, actions opposite of words, animals or

machines being treated l iKe humans or "ice 'versa.

EMOTION Al! emrsions e-Jiibited by the characters.

Includes embarrassment, ner,,ous laughter , apprehens ion,

anvie4, self-abasement, bewilderment, crying, disgust,

contagious laughter and e%asperation.

EXAG(TRATTON UNDERSTATEMENT - Any physical or .)erbal

e-aggeration. Includes eyclamations, unintentional

7hysical contact, accidently breaKing, dropping or hitting

things, being hit by something, maKing a misstep or

pratfall , any ciere-penditure of energy, a physical

reference to ? .,erbalization, mechanization of human

acticn, delay in response, use of rhythm, sarcasm,

understatement, statement of the obvious, and any humor

arising from an .a.aggerated charar_terization.

REPETITION - All aspects of physical and verbal

repetition. Includes alliterations and repetitions of

earlier statements or actions. This category can be
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difficult to identify because there is often at least one

other category of humor evident in an incident that u...es

repetition.

TAROO - Anything that is considered off-limits in

ordinary conversation. Includes any scatological

references, references to an- bod;, parts or body functions,

gal I ews !'inner, G6Vrlal humor or any humor involving

refe-enre an" other socially taboo topic.

There were a number cf difficulties which made it

diffi,:u1+ to gain a true inde- of agreement for the various

categcries. Firs+, it proved very difficult, especially in

the medium of +ele,lision to find incident: that were pure

e-amples cf cril. one .-atecory. It reema liKeli that

,7artr.^ns %ri"an joKes would pro-ide a greater potential

for rategoriral purit: . Second, there were very

-estrictire time cc.rstraints placed on the participants.

Tbs., were required to !earn the taYonomic distinctions and

rate the incidents all in the course cf one hour.

One xurther impro"emant in the tazonomy was suggested

after f:irther ilrry with the categories. It seems obvious

Pepetitifn is simply a special case of E,:aggeralion so

Pepetitior should be subsumed b :. E aggeration -

,Indersiatement.

nncs the 'Fannon'' been fu 1 ref Lied, it will be

liFef.11 +n to -#-F, researchers and clinicians. A test will be
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developed to provide a profile of an individual's sense of

humor based on their preference for humor of particular

'-ategories. Both the taxonomy itself and the test could be

useful for developing a greater understanding of the

connect ion between physical and mental health and various

types of humor. 41mior researchers may be able to explain

some of the ccntradictory findings in their research as

t'ein; the result of individual differen:es in patterns of

hurror enjoyment. This t?Yoncrm- should provide the basic

foundetior upon whi,!.h further applications of humor theory

c.n be developed.
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